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Gayle Hawkes Crowned Miss Longwood
By LISA TURNER
The lights are suitably
dimmed, the twelve contestants
stand about on the stage, anxious
smiles frozen on their faces.
I.yndi Chalkley and Kim Nichols
have already been chosen the
first and second runner-ups.
Three girls on the stage are
doubtless no longer breathing at
the moment. There is a drumroll.
. . the emcee is drawing this out
as long as possible; (one hopes
that it is not because he has lost
the envelope again) and Miss
tongwood 1977 is
Gayle Hawkes. She
visibly starts, then covers her
face, disbelief and triumph
apparent. Several girls in the
audience are cheering. There are
scattered conversations among
the spectators, both delighted
and dismayed.
Gayle is crowned with a
glittering tiara by Beth
Thomlinson, Miss Longwood
1976. She is presented with the
requisite bouquet of roses,
adjusts them, then begins her
stroll down the runway, a very
appealing smile on her face. The
man in front of me whispers to
someone, "Think how her
parents must feel."
Indeed.
So ended one of the longest,
pageants in recent history. There
was general agreement among
the pageant personnel that the
talent competition (mostly
singing) had been one of the best
ever. To offset this, there was the
unfunny buffoonery of the emcee,
Cullen Johnson (and it was sadly
unintentioal for the most part),

but a pageant is a pageant, and
this one had more than its share
of good moments.
All twelve contestants, Susan
Barker, Lyndi Chalkley, Terry
Cochran, Deanna Deane, Robin
Havens, Gayle, Cathy Moore,
Kathy Murphy, Kim Nichols,
Cheryl Parks, Sue Seaborn and
Jeanne Webb were very poised,
and for the most part very
talented. There was a dance
routine, and lots of musical
numbers. The selection of the five
finalists must have been very
difficult, but the five were Lyndi,
Robin, Gayle, Kathy Murphy and
Kim. Sue Barker took the award
for most talented non-finalist (for
her rendition of Evergreen).
The theme of this year's
pageant was Utopia — Man's
Search for the Ideal, which fits in
very well with previous
comments made by Tilsia
Stephens, General Chairman of
the pageant. Did the winner live
up to her expectations?
Tilsia acknowledged that she
was very l1pleased with the
outcome — No one is an ideal.
There are so many qualities, and
they have to be all combined in
one. Gayle has so many, and that
is why she won." Tilsia was very
impressed with the judges and
noted that the judges had been
especially impressed with Gayle.
(One or two commented on her
resemblance to Liza Minelli and
Judy Garland; she does have that
short dark hair and bubbling
personality). Gayle, however, is
after a degree in pre-pharmacy
and possesses a working
knowledge of chemistry.

For some reason, the judges
also like the runway, and thought
that the pageant was particularly
well-organized. A few were
displeased with the performance
of the emcee (who acted as
though it was his first run
through the proceedings), but the
evening came off very well
nonetheless.
Actually, the pageant was
really pageant week. After
Spring Break, the production
committee really settled down to
the serious business of rehearsals
and all the last minute
preparations that accompany a
beauty pageant. Tuesday through
Thursday evenings were taken up
with rehearsals of the various
talents. Friday evening was the
only dress rehearsal. There were
dances to choreographed,
costumes to be put together, and
the E. C. Glass stage band
traveled back and forth between
Lynchburg and Farmville on
several occasions.
Saturday was an especially
busy day. There was a luncheon
at the Alumni House for the
contestants, staff, judges and
emcee. It was here that informal
interviews took place; some of
the judging was done before the
first contestant set foot on the
Jarman stage. A cocktail party at
4 p.m. for the judges, committee
chairmen and contestant's
parents followed, and at 8:00 that
night the pageant itself got
underway.
Entertainment for the pageant
was provided by the E. C. Glass
stage band. Bill Ferguson, sang
"If I Were a Rich Man" (in

Photo by Lori Felland
keeping with the Utopia theme),
and Beth Tomlinson and Sandy
Williams performed a very
elegant modern dance to
"Sophistication."
A reception in the Gold Room
followed the coronation. Sunday
morning, a breakfast was held
for Gayle, her parents, Beth, her
parents, Tilsia, Brenda Williams
(judges' chairman) the judges,
Pat Nucholls (pageant producer)
and Theresa Wood (director).

Next year's pageant may be
slightly different, as there is talk
of having co-emcees, perhaps one
might be a past Miss I.ongwood,
or a good speaker from
Hampden-Sydney.
The hard work is not yet over.
Tilsia quickly reminds that the
Miss Virginia pageant is still
upcoming, and that Gayle is
already at work on her talent for
it. There are bills to be paid, and
paperwork to be waded through.

How Do Young Writers Get Started?
By SANDY WILLIAMS
Dabney Stuart casually kicked
off his shoes, propped his feet on
the coffee table, and leaned back
in the corner of the sofa as he
commented on a recent "badass
review."
Also
making
themselves at home in the
English Department lounge were
Dara Wier and Gregory Orr.
After we munched on a few of
Slater's sticky buns and after I
recooperated from my initial
scare of having to interview these
poets (who turned out to be
human after all), a very leisurely
discussion took place.
"How do young writers get
started? What are the possible
outlets? Where are the best
places to submit work? The pros
all had similar responses and
reactions to these central
questions. Those interested
should take heed to their advice.
They ought to know—they made
it.
The general concensus was
that writers have to have such a
strong private dedication to their
Photo by Lori Felland.
work that publication is only of
secondary importance. Still, none
Dara Wier, with other visiting writers, read their work and discuss of them could deny the
gratification they felt in seeing
the business of young writers getting started.
their work in print.

The first outlet available to a
young writer is through his
college publications whether it be
the newspaper or literary
magazine. It is usually relatively
easy to get work printed here.
However, the road to publication
gets rougher later.
The writers maintained that
the Directory of Little Magazines
and Small Presses is the best
source for locating possible
places to send work. After
landing this book which can be
found on the reference shelf in
most libraries, one must read the
type of literature various
magazines publish. For example,
to quote Mr. Orr, "If you're
writing a free verse poem and
you get a copy of this magazine
and you see that every poem that
they publish is rhymed metrical
verse, you know that your
chances are a million to one
against you getting yours
published." Therefore, send your
masterpieces to a magazine that
prints work typical of your own.
Otherwise, it's a waste of time
and postage. Another helpful hint
from the poets was to never
overpower the editor with vast
amounts of literature. Also, do
not send more than two short

stories or four poems to the same
place at the same time.
It is important not to become
discouraged if the "idiot editors"
aren't as impressed as they
should be. Since the ratio of work
submitted to work accepted is
approximately 1000 to 1, it could
take years to see that work in
print.
At another time, when
I/Ongwood's own Mr. Woods was
asked what suggestions he could
give young writers,
he
responded, "Don't even bother. It
isn't worth it!"

Faculty
Recognition
Award
Application! Arc
Now Available
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Trarr Elements In Disease

Chemistry Club Sponsors Lecture
By JO LEILI
Monday, March 28, the
Chemistry club sponsored its
first function as an officially
recognized campus organization.
Featured was Dr. Ralph Allen,
associate professor of Chemistry
at the University of Virginia, who
spoke on "Trace Elements in
Disease."
Dr. Allen received his BA
degress in Chemistry at Cornell
College in Iowa, in 1965 — "a
college of about 1000 students,
small like Ix>ngwood, which is
why I can relate to this school."
His Ph. D. was received in 1970,
at the University of Wisconsin in
the field of Analytical Chemistry,
minoring in Geology. Currently
Dr. Allen teaches Analytical
( hemistry and instrumentational
analysis at U. Va.,
while
personal studies have included
activational
analysis
of
meteorites and lunar samplers.
Arriving on the campus at 4:00
p. m., Dr. Allen was given a tour
of the Science department
facilities by the Chemistry club
officers. A banquet was held at
6:15, followed by a 7:30 lecture
and 8.30 reception in the Stevens
Building, which was attended by
about 150 students.
Dr. Allen initiated his lecture
with an explanation of Neutron
Activational Analysis.
"Radiation is emitted by
decaying
material
when
activated by neutrons, which if
measured gives a quantitative
analysis of the amount of the
material present." This method
is used then in measuring
quantities of various trace

Using rats then, as the
experimental animals, trace
elements can be studied not only
in respect to dietary effects, but
as in Dr. Allen's field of
specialization, in cancer therapy
and the diagnosis of its success.
Cancerous tumors or hepatomes
can be injected onto any part of
the rat, and the amount of trace
elements released before and
after irradiation can be recorded.
These observations are then
compared to trace elements
released by other tissues in these
rats such as the liver, and a
ration of normal to cancerous
tissue is obtained.
It was discovered that the
amount of trace elements
released following irradiation
fluctuate in waves peaking at
days one and three. Such studies
disclose information about
tumor-cell permeability as
compared to normal cells. By
studying amounts of trace
elements
released
after
treatment, it can be determined
if irradiation has been successful.
It has also been found that
tumorous tissue has an affinity
for certain elements, which if
irradiatied, could then be
concentrated mainly in these
tissues, and possible future
source of treatment. Long term
treatment effects can also be
obtained by comparing trace
elements affinities in treated and
untreated tumors. Selenium for
example
has
a
higher
concentration associated with
cured tumors than active
untreated tumors.
Dr. Allen, in discussing the
great amount of future work
which still remains to be done in
trace element studies, is a firm
believer in the chemistry of trace
elements and their relation to the
field of dietetics. Summarizing,
he stated "more and more,
disease thought of as things
unrelated to inorganic material
already done this although with will have trace elements related
to them. More emphasis will be
little success.
In speaking with Ellie, she placed on the trace elements in
seemed more appalled at the diet intake, and as such, the field
possibility of personal injury than of dietetics will become very
the damage done to her car; important in the future."
' the thing that upsets me is, what
if a person had been there?" she
pointed out that her car was
(ieisl Sponsors
parked near the well traveled dirt
cut-off path between the sidewalk
and Frazer steps at a time when
Blood mobile
classes had just been let out. To
get an idea of the physical impact
Geist will sponsor a
of the falling rock, I approached
Mr. Meshejian of the science bloodmobile Thursday, April
14, 12:00-6:00 p.m. It will be
department. Judging the high
rise to be about 100 ft. and the
held in the ABC rooms and all
rock to be somewhere the size of are asked to participate if they
a golf ball, he arrived at what we meet the following criteria.
1) Must be between 18 and 66
agreed to be a conservative
estimate of 55 mph as the velocity years old
of the falling object. This
2) Must be 56 days between
calculation was also based on the donations
assumption that the rock was
3) Must weigh at least 110
dropped rather than thrown, in pounds
which case the velocity and
4) Never had jaundice or
consequent impact would be hepatitis or been knowingly
proportionately increased. How exposed with the past 6
does all this relate to mysterious months
falling rocks and the safety of the
5) Must be at least 6 months
after having had ears pierced,
human head? Imagine someone
tatoos, or blood transfusions.
banking a professional size
baseball off the top of your skull;
6) Never have had malaria
whether or not it was
7) Not on oral antibiotics for
intentionally done (speed being
at least 2 weeks or antibiotics
the constant) the physical hurt
by injection for at least 30
would be the same. And so it is
days (exception: small
with skipping stones at obnoxious
maintenance doses for acne—
altitudes; had the rock been
48 hours.)
passively released to "see what
Donors should eat before
would happen," or deliberately
donation—at least once in last
sited over a specific object, the
5 hours.
pain or property damage has the
same devistating potential.

elements as they are released
from tissue after irradiation.
The actual role which trace
elements play in health and body
functions is only a recent
scientific discovery. "Years ago,
up until about I960," he
explained, "only 7 trace elements
were considered essential to
mammalian biochemistry. Now
21 are known to be essential, and
more are always being
discovered."
Trace element functions
include electrochemical charge
carriers, which trigger nerve cell
reaction; structual components,
such as phosphorous in bones and
fluorine in teeth; or catalytical
components, which combine with
proteins in enzyme.
Another recent discovery
concerning trace elements in
their role in diseases, not
normally associated with trace
elements over-abundance or
deficiencies. The limited studies
done, due to the moral issues of
human experimentation, have
revealed trace elements to be
linked to obesity, cirrosis of the
liver, and heart disease among
other ailments.
"Selenium, for example"
stated Dr. Allen, "prevents
cancer in certain animals if given
with carcinogenic compounds. It
also has been found, and linked to
trace elements in diet, that
winter babies are more prone to
cancer than summer babies. The
reason. . . a very possible
explanation could be in the
decrease of fresh produce intake
and thus less selenium trace
element intake."

New Danger On

Longwood Campus
By BRIDGET SCHERZ
When Ellie Garner's father
opened the door of her white Vega
and tenuous hold of the cracKed,
veiny glass gave way and the
entire rear window splintered
into the back seat. It didn't get
that way at the hands of the
proverbial woman driver, or
from being left overnight in one
of the darker recesses of
Ixmgwood campus. It got that
way
because
Wednesday
afternoon, it was parked out in
front of Krazer dorm when
someone decided to drop a rock
off the roof.
Chief Smith, who is in charge of
the investigation, emphasized the
seriousness of the offense as
reflected
in
its
legal
repercussions, "Throwing any
object in thoroughfare used by
automobiles or pedestrians is a
felony and is subject to 1-5 years
in prison, $1,000 fine or both." All
the information Campus Police
had at this time was generally
incidental; the act occurred at
approximately 4 o'clock, on
March 30th, there was a witness
to the breakage, however, no one
that they are aware of so far had
seen the rock thrown, and the
roof was deserted when Mrs.
Marshall checked it shortly
afterward. They advised Ellie to
contact her insurance company
about the damage "which would
amount to about $100" as soon as
possible. Chief Smith also asked
the head resident of Frazer to
contact the hall presidents "to
see if they could get
information." Mrs. Marshall has

Sophomore Road Show
To Present Happiness
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
On April 13, the Sophomore
Class will bring balloons, candy,
laughter, and smiles through
their crazy antics to many
children in Crippled Children's
Hospital. They also might go to
Education For the Retarded, Inc.
and Brookhill Program for the
Trainable Retarded. This annual
show is intended to brighten the
day for the children and the 30 to
35 participating sophomores.
Their theme is Happiness.
Skits, clowns, and cartoon

characters, such as Raggedy Ann
and Andy and Mickey Mouse
illustrate the theme.
After the performances, the
entertainers will eat a picnic
lunch at Maymount Park in
Richmond. Class involvement
and a charitable attitude from
I>ongwood is hoped to be derived
from this experience.
Margie Kelley and Cinda Holt
are the co-chairmen of the Road
Show. They are very excited
about it and think it will be a
great deal of fun, both for the
children and the sophomores.

Longwood SEA Members
Attend State Convention
By DONNA HUFF
Recently four members of the
Student Education Association
attended the state convention of
the
Student
Education
Association
held
in
Charlottesville, Virginia, March
11-19, at the Ramada Inn. Those
attending as delegates were
I^aurie Allan, Mary Lee Corey,
Sherry Herald and Donna Huff.
The
delegates
attended
seminars, one each day on nonteaching responsibilities, audiovisuals, multi-cultural studies,
handicap children and interview
skills. A banquet was held on
Friday night at which the
delegates heard a delightful
speech from Robert Richards,
Executive Director of the
Education Association of
Norfolk. Following the banquet,
the first business session was
held where at that time the
candidates for next year's state
officers of President, Vice
President, Secretary, and SNEA
alternates gave their speeches.
There was then an informal
meeting of the candidates to
answer questions from the
delegates.
Saturday
morning,
the
delegates attended a seminar and
voted for next year's officers.

Lunch was served and then the
second business session was held
and the election results were
reported. Several amendments
were added to the SVEA
constitution and resolutions were
passed. One resolution passed of
interest to all prospective
teachers, concerns the fifth year
internship. The resolution states
that "be it resolved that
definitive steps have been taken
to examine the ratifications of the
Fifth
Year
Teacher
Internship that the SVEA
Delegate Assembly adopt a
position to any program until it
should prove both feasible and a
positive step toward quality
education."
Longwood among other
Virginia colleges was cited for
increasing its membership seven
more
than
last
year's
membership. The longwood SEA
extends an invitation to all
elementary and secondary
education majors to join. If
anyone is interested, they may
contact President-Wanda Garrett
in 610 Curry or Donna Huff in
Curry 420. Dues are $7.50 which
pays for magazines and
newspapers from VEA, SVEA,
NEA and SNEA, tort insurance
for student teaching and other
special benefits.

PBS To Present Anthology Of
"The American Short Story"
By BRIDGETSCHERZ
Starting April 5 viewers of PBS
will have the opportunity to sit
back and let the air waves turn
the pages of one in a television
anthology of "The American
Short Story."
The National Endowment of
the Humanities has sponsored the
project which will be presented
on six consecutive Tuesday
evenings over the Public
Broadcasting System. The
resulting programs, varying
from 28 to 55 minutes in length,
are the culminating efforts of
twelve literary scholars who
worked in selecting 20 from a list
of 100 possible stories, NEH
executives who later narrowed
that list to twelve on the basis of
"literary merit, social insight,
and entertainment potential,"
and a diverse staff of actors,
directors,
and
technical
personnel to tend to the needs of
each of the chosen stories.
Robert Geller, executive
producer and president of
Learning in Focus, the

production organization,
discusses the approach in
presenting these literary works:
"Fidelity to the authors has been
one of the principle objectives of
this project...Each one captured,
in short story form, a group of
unforgettably real characters, as
well as the moods and values of a
special time and place in
American culture. We devoted
ourselves to capturing, on film,
their perceptions and styles, and
of course, the power of their
narrative."
While each story stands firmly
on the broad base of its literary
merit, certain technical,
locational, and biographical
elements imposed by their
chroniclers make their potential
for television that much more
interesting. "The Displaced
Person" for example, was filmed
on the farm and house in
Milledgeville, Georgia where the
author, Flannery O'Connor, had
lived and written. "The Jolly
Corner," by Henry James, was
shot at Brooklyn and Manhattan

Male Student 'Threatens'
Residence Board Chairman
By STACEY SMITH
In an interview Thursday,
Dean Heintz and Dr. Peele
released the statement, "A
student
in violation
of
Administrative probation was
asked to leave campus for a few
days and return later with his
parents for a conference. "They
explained that the action taken to
ask the student to leave was
an administrative decision and
that students should realize that
it was not a Residence or Judicial
board action. They stressed that
the student has not been
expelled or suspended and no
final decision has been reached,
as to his position. The student's
name was not released in order to
protect his rights and invasion of
privacy.
This student has agreed to
come forward and reveal his

sites carefully chosen for their
representative depictions of New
York City during the era of the
late 1800's when the story takes
place. I^eVar Burton, a familiar
face recently seen in the
television novel Roots by Alex
Haley, is featured in Richard
Wright's story of a black teen-age
farm worker's passage into
manhood, "Almos' a Man." Ron
Howard, best known for his role
as Ritchie Cunningham in The
Happy Days," portrays a young
man who falls in love across
social lines in Sherwood
Anderson's "I'm a Fool," an
observation on the growing social
and economic pressures in
America. "Bernice Bobs Her
Hair," written by F. Scott
Fitzgerald, and shot on location
in Savannah, Georgia, was
chosen as one of four American
films screened this year at the
New York Film Festival. Other
stories, of equally impressive
portrayal, include, "Soldier's
Home,"
by
Ernest
Hemmingway.
Parker
Adderson, Philosopher,'' by
Ambrose Bierce, "The Blue
Hotel," by Stephen Crane, and
'The Music School," by John
Updike.
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Dance Company Concert
April 7-9

7:30 PM

Jarman
-Free Admission-

name and his account of the
incident that resulted in the
administration asking him to
leave campus.
According to Billy Rogers, on
Friday night March 25 after the
Residence Board Chairman
attempted to search his room, he
confronted Chairman Mary
Meade Saunders with the
statement "I'm gonna get your
tail, I'm gonna nail ya to the
wall." He claims that he was not
threatening her. After two days
of deliberation Dean Heintz and
Dr. Peele came to the
administrative decision that he
did threaten Residence Board
Chairman
Mary
Meade
Saunders, and asked Billy to
leave.
An attempt was made to
contact Mary Meade Saunders
for a statement but she was
unavailable at the time.

"Something For Joey- 95
Sports Drama To Be Aired
By BRIDGET SCHERZ
"Something for Joey," a sports
drama in the tradition of
"Brian's Song," will be aired
over CBS as a two hour special
Wednesday, April 6. The story
focuses on John Cappelletti (now
a star running back for the Los
Angelos Rams) and the close and
loving relationship with his
leukemia-stricken younger
brother, Joey. Chronologically,
the action begins two years
before and leads up to
Cappelletti's presentation of his
Heisman Trophy (awarded to the
best college football player) to
his brother Joey as a tribute to a
different kind of courage and
achievement.
Two-time Emmy winner and
veteran of three Academy Award
nominations, Geraldine Page,
portrays the Cappelletti mother
opposite Gerald O'Laughlin who
has appeared in episodes of many
CBS series including "Hawaii
Five-O," "Mission Impossible,"
and "The Rookies," Marc Singer
who
portrays
John
Cappelletti, had received the Los

Angeles Drama Critics Circle
Award for best actor in 1974 for
his performance in the stage
production of "Taming of the
Shrew" and critical acclaim for
his appearance in the "GE
Theater" production of "Things
in their Season," as well as other
television specials. TV rookie
Jeff Lynas plays Joey, the
chronically ill brother. Lynas
recently won acclaim for his lead
role in the film "lies My Father
Told Me."
IBM is the full sponsor of the
program, directed by Lou
Antonio and written and
produced by Jerry McNeely for
MTM Enterprises.
Snack Bar News
This Week's Special
8 oz. Rib Eye Steak
$1.90
Next Week
Shrimp Basket
FF —Coleslaw
$2.00

it'i An Easter
K«:» tinnt
By DEBBIE MOUL
Lucinda Adams and Brenda
Hurt and the other members of
the Afro-American Student
Alliance are sponsoring an
Easter egg hunt for many of the
underprivileged children in the
area.
The hunt will be held in the
Sunken Garden on Easter
Sunday, April 10 from 2:30 to
4:00. Many of the children, ages
3-7, are fatherless and live in an
apartment complex near College
Plaza.
Members of the club are going
to buy eggs, boil them and color
them as well as buy candy eggs.
A first place and a second place
prize will be given to the child
who finds the most eggs.
Anybody who is interested in
helping should contact any
member of the club. Lucinda
invites everyone to come and
share the fun that these children
will have in their hunt for those
Easter eggs.

McDonald's To Sponsor

Lorraine Hansberry Award
CHICAGO, ILL—TWO original
plays on the Black Experience in
America, which at this
moment may be drafts in a desk
drawer or an idea in some
student's mind, will receive the
2nd annual Ix)rraine Hansberry
Award in the spring of 1978.
The award, funded by
McDonald's Corporation, honors
the memory of playwright
Lorraine
Hansberry,
the
youngest author and the only
black ever to receive the New
York Drama Critics' Award for
Best Play of the Year. That play
was the now-classic, "A Raisin in
the Sun."
The plays entered are judged
by the regional and national
judges of the American College
Theatre Festival, which, every
spring, brings to Washington the
year's best student plays and
productions. Some of the plays
and authors are introduced at the
John F. Kennedy Center for the

Performing Arts.
The first-prize winner of the
Hansberry Award will be
presented by McDonald's with a
check for $2,500 and the college
that produces the play will get
$750. The runner-up will get $1,000
and the school will receive $500
toward the production of the play.
This year's award winner, Judi
Ann Mason, a graduating senior
at Grambling University in
Grambling, La., will see her play
produced by the Back Alley
Players in Washington, D.C., on
May 31.
To be eligible for the award, the
play must be a regular entry in
the Playwriting Award Program
of the American College Theatre
Festival, and meet all of the
festival's rules and regulations.
The playwrights must be full or
part-time students enrolled in
accredited
graduate
or
undergraduate
schools.
(Continued on Page 8)
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Board Members Or Bogeymen? The

FROM THE EDITOR . . Piedmont Mailbox Library Decision
Hollow milk chocolate bunnies, jelly beans and
creme filled eggs hidden in a bed of multi-colored
grass... a stuffed bunny. .. tales of Peter Cottontail. . .
the youthful joys of Easter. Do you remember the
excitement, the anticipation of the Easter Bunny?
Unfortunately in the childhood of many, there has not
been and will not be a day of joy provided by the Easter
Bunny. In many homes next Sunday, because of
various circumstances the day will be nothing
extraordinary.
Fortunately, for many underprivileged children in
the area, the day will be highlighted by a special act of
love. Members of the Afro-American Student Alliance
are busy this week preparing for an Easter egg hunt
Sunday. Sisters of Sigma Kappa are joining Sigma Nu
to add a touch of happiness to another group of children
next Sunday.
The excitement wrapped up in Easter baskets may
have decreased over the years for most of us, but
thanks to these students the happiness of many
youngsters will be great. Thank you for taking the
time to remember the excitement of your childhood
Easters, and helping to create it for others who have
never known it.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Kditor:
In the recent article in the
Rotunda concerning Mary Meade
Saunders as the new chairman of
Residence Board she was quoted
as saying she would "get
accomplished what the students
want accomplished." Well, I for
one am asking that Mary Meade
keep her promise and comply
with what the students want
accomplished. In my observation
the students want her out of office
and have a re-election for
chairman of Residence Board. Of
course maybe what she said was
just campaign rhetoric and we
should not expect such extreme
promises. After all I believe
Richard Nixon once said the
same thing when he was running
for President. There has been
extreme controversy over the
election and many students
believe that there was not
adequate publicity before the
election.
Many of the people who were
involved with the election say
that there was adequate publicity
and that it is the apathy of the

student body was the reason that
the turnout was so poor.
Also there has been mentioned
that the election was no different
from any other. Maybe the
uproar over this one says
something of the whole election
process at Longwood. But these
same people are baffeled as to
explain why more students have
signed the recent petition, which
stated that a re-election be held,
than voted in the entire election.
Obviously the students don't
agree with what has occurred
and want some action taken to
correct the situation. I ask that
the new chairman live up to her
promise and in the interest of the
student body and the image of the
Residence Board (which is bad
enough as it is) that she step
down from office voluntarily and
have a re-election. I know that
asking Mary Meade to resign her
powers is like asking the sun not
to shine but if the majority of
students do actually want her,
then she has nothing to worry
about with a re-election.
D.J. Lindsey

By SANDY WILLIAMS
"... Belinda like it cause you
don't have to pay anything. Carol
like it cause she always get what
she wants. Angela like it cause
it's easy to fill out the card. Stacy
like it cause it don't take long for
delivery. .." Wondering what the
wild enthusiasm is about in this
letter? — The Piedmont Mailbox
Library which is soon to be nonexistant.
This two and one half year pilot
program was established due to
the lack of public library
facilities in the area. Housed in
the Longwood library, this
speedy and popular books-bymail service serves the residents
in the five surrounding counties,
Buckingham, Nottoway, Amelia,
Cumberland,
and
Prince
Edward. In this trial period, 175
thousand books were sent to
approximately one third of the
eligible people. Yet, in the face of
the statistical success and the
overwhelming public interest,
the county supervisors rejected
the recent proposal to continue
the service through a regional
library.
Five per cent of the state of
Virginia lacks sufficient public
library service — the area
counties making up most of this
percentage. Over the years, area
adults and high school students
have been forced to prey on the
Ixmgwood and Hampden-Sydney
libraries which have been very
gracious in their lending
procedure. Though the colleges
have refrained from callousness,
this accomodating policy is
hardly fair to the college students
who might have an immediate
need for a book that a "local" has
in his possession. Of course, there
is the privately supported
Farmville Public Library and
Farmville Reading Room but
their selections are slim.
Attempts were made in
Cumberland, Buckingham, and
Amelia counties to secure a
library system that required
volunteer service.
These
endeavors confirm the residents
concern and interest in this
critical matter.
To solve this problem the
Piedmont Mailbox Library was
organized in cooperation with
Ixmgwood College for housing,
with the HEW for funding, and
with the Virginia State Library
for purchasing and cataloging.

After the trial period, if the
facility was sufficiently used, the
service was not only to continue
but to expand into a regional
library. The central location was
to be in Farmville with local
library affiliates in each
community.
Obviously the facility was
sufficiently used as can be seen
through all of the various groups
and agencies that took advantage
of the program such as day care
centers, nursery schools, and
home demonstration clubs.
Elementary school teachers
ordered for entire classes. In
specific, the people at the
Welfare Department, the
Piedmont Area Mental Health
and Mental Retardation Services
Board, and Holly Manor Nursing
Home patients all utilized the
facility. An example of what the
Piedmont Mailbox library had to
offer the elderly is best said in the
following letter:

They finally had an adequate
source of literature.

Besides individual testimonies
and letters, the statistics prove
the actual success. Careful
records were kept to reveal that
approximately 170,034 books,
constituting about 50,010 orders,
were mailed to residents during
this period. In addition, during
the last six months period, there
were 3,194 walk-in patrons who
checked out 7,367 books. That's
success.
So what happened to this
paramount of success? Good
question. But it sounds like an
acute case of misplaced
priorities.
Out of the five involved
counties, the Prince Edward
board supervisors were the only
ones who were the least bit
positive toward the proposal.
Their board meeting rendered a
conditional outcome in which
they promised to continue the
I am a semi-invalid and am not project if all of the other counties
physically able to go back and agreed. None of them did.
forth to the library for books, so it
Cost seemed to be the greatest
is needless to say how very much concern at the board meetings;
I enjoy the books and the however, federal and state grants
convenient service. I look would have continued to aid the
forward to them so much as I project for the next two years
have to spend many hours alone. which would have meant a tax
Hoping this will continue for a raise of a mere fifty cents per
long time. I am a faithful reader capita. The third year, when the
and supporter of this program. counties would have fully taken
over the financial responsibility,
Such a diverse crowd was the cost would have been $1.50
attracted to the library because it per capita. Evidently the board
catered to everyone's tastes. members did not think that the
Besides having current popular continuing education and the
fiction, sections were also design- reading opportunities of the
ated to history, biography, county residents were important
poetry, plays, and art. To enough for a small tax hike.
accomodate the younger family Interestingly enough, the
members, both teen and juvenile Cumberland board of supervisors
books were available. The useful just recently agreed to increase
crafts and "how-to" books were their salaries the same amount
in constant demand. They as the library would have cost.
covered such areas as weaving,
The board members' extreme
quilting, gardening, cooking, and nonchalance or lack of concern
home and auto repair. The can not go without mention. An
following segment from a letter invitation to a reception in the
of
a
Piedmont
reader library was issued by Dr. Willett
demonstrates a small portion of to all twenty-eight board
the constant praise:
members to familiarize them
... My husband and I enjoy with the actual operation. With
reading your books. My husband refreshments prepared for
is a mechanic and I'm a twenty-eight, Dr. Willett, the
housewife. . . Thanks to you I've Piedmont staff, five librarians,
enjoyed reading more than ever and five interested Ixmgwood
before. My husband enjoyed his faculty members were on hand to
book because it helped him fix up greet two board members.
a little work wiring on our truck Incidentally, the two that showed
(Continued on Page 8)
van. . . The patrons were happy.
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New Sport At Longwood Draws Attention
By ROY WRIGHT
In a back room off the pool hall
there lies two such machines. The
floor is littered with coke bottles
and there is a hare caused by
cigarette smoke. At the "Captain
Fantastic" machine there is
a player with a grim look of
determination on his face. Then
bells start ringing and lights
flashing - he backs up with a
smile — he has won another
game.
While this is a common scene
today just a few years ago it
would have been different. Then
it was looked upon as a form of
gambling with lady luck calling
the shots and no skill involved. It
was a game for people with which
the "Good Citizens" would not
associate. This comes partly
from Chicago the last holdout
against legalized pintail. There
was a ban on public
pinballmachines from 1942 to 1976
— ever since Mayor Fiorello La
Guardia was upset that candy
store owners were encouraging
school kids to waste their lunch
money on pinball by paying off
any free games they won at
nicket each pushed throught the
suppression-of-pinball act. The
strange thing though is that the
three biggest manufacturers of
pinball machines, Gattlied,
Williams and Bally, have their
factories there. Their estimated
production of 50,000 per year
probably accounts for 90 per cent
of the worldwide total. But it was
only in December of 1976 that
Chicago repealed this act and
legalized pinball.

Pinball has come a long way
since 1920 when the old parlor
bagatelle
games
were
transformed into spring-powered
penny pinball machines. With the
latest machine (Rodeo) having a
glowing playing field made of
polyurethant there has been a
definite change. One of the people
who brought about these changes
was Harry Williams, one of the
great names in pinball. He
invented the tilt mechanism, the
kickout hole and put the bells and
gongs on the machine.
"Tilt" is the word that lights up
on the backglass when the player
has bumped the machine too
hard. The machine goes dead
until the next ball drops through
the runout slot.
Williams has been quoted as
saying, "Sometimes I rue the day
I did it. The tilt machine has
made us a lot of enemies. I don't
like negatives, I like plusses. Like
the day I invented the bell by
accident. One day I realized that
pinballs were quiet. 'I don't like
that, I said to myself." According
to Mr. Williams the object of the
designer is to give the player
about three minutes of action
each time he puts in a coin.
When one of the local
Longwood players, Ruth Curtis,
was asked if she got her moneys
worth, she repled, "I feel that I
do, usually I manage to win a
game and even if I don't it gives
me a chance to relax.
This led to the question of why
she played:
"Usually I play to relax from

studing or just for something to
do when I have a spare minute. I
also enjoy watching the others
play. They have such interesting
methods. Some jiggle the
machine a lot and some jiggle a
little. You will just have to watch
to know what I mean."
A number of players were
asked why they play pinball:
Charles Elinsky said "playing
pinball satisfies my competitive
spirit and it is also a form of
sexual release. Whenever I win a
game I tingle all over. It's the
same whether I win a game from
the machine or another player."
Dave Stack when asked the
same question said "I enjoy the
competition and the skill
involved. It takes a lot of practice
to be able to hit the flippers at the
right time and to be able to bump
the machines without tilting.,"
Another player, D. J. Lindsey,
said that he played pinball
because there are not enough
sports facilities. He can't lift
weights because there are no
weights and he can't play
basketball because the courts are
constantly in use.
In general most people say that
pinball fills their time and allows
them to relax from studying, and
to socialize. There also seems to
be a fascination with the lights
and bells going off whenever the
ball hits a target. This totals up
the feelings of the players except
for one thing: they all said to give
a special note of thanks to Mr.
Rickman for his superb upkeep of
the machines.

Photo by lAtri Felland
Pinball Enthusiasts Dave Stack and Tom Curtin.
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New Solar Energy Developments
Solar Development For Dorms
By CLIFFORD A. WELCH
(CPS) - At California State
University — San Jose (SJSU),
dormitory administrator William
Schooler simply got fed up with
paying high utility rates.
Schooler turned to Dr. Donald
Aitken, head of the six-month-old
SJSU Center for Solar Energy
Application, for help. They came
up with a pioneering plan to
install solar water heating units
in three SJSU residence halls. To
save money and provide
practical experience to students,
they would create a solar
workshop.
Under the guidance of Aitken
and grad student Jim Alt man.
who supervises the construction
staff of 15 undergraduates, solar
energy units have been built and
installed on each building. In
June, when the program, dubbed
"Project Sunshower,"
is
completed, 600 students will be
using hot water heated without
cost by the magnification of the
sun's rays, Altman said.
Altman, an environmental
studies graduate student,
believes the SJSU project is the
largest student-built solar waterheating development ever. It is
budgeted at a surprisingly low
$125,000, as compared to a
similar project developed by
contractors for a Georgia school
system at a cost of $1 million.
It seems SJSU wants to be the
trend-setter in practical use of
solar power. For instance,
university officials
have
earmarked $600,000 to construct a
solar heating and cooling plant

for the new, $11 million library
project at SJSU. Dr. Aitken is
working on this building as a
technical consultant to the
architects.
Project Sunshower itself looks
like the prototype for much
greater use of solar power in the
California State University
system. Aitken hopes a
successful Sunshower
demonstration will encourage the
university to use solar methods to
heat many of the system's
buildings.
University officials, who
approved
the Sunshower
proposal of Schooler and Aitken
last summer, have already taken
the bait. Beyond agreeing to
finance the library's solar energy
plant, the officials may extend
the current plan to include
another three dormitories and a
12-story residence hall at San
Jose before expanding the
project to other campuses.
The current project is budgeted
for $125,000, said Altman, but in
11 years that much will have been
saved. By 1997, Schooler said the
project "will have paid for itself
twice over," in saved utility bills.
According to Schooler, who is
quoted in The Christian Science
Monitor, the construction won't
cost the taxpayers a cent, since
reserves collected from student
room rents over the years are
high enough to cover the budget.
Each dorm houses 200 students.
Altman said his team of solar
workshop students is building
three holding tanks with a total
water capacity of 27,000 gallons.

They built 360 solar panels
totalling 9000 square feet, and are
placing them at the top of
Washburn, Royce and Hoover
dormitories. When they are
finished, and professional
plumbers and inspectors have
adapted the solar heating tubes
with the current natural gas
system, 70 to 80 per cent of the
water heating and cooling will be
provided for. The remaining
percentage will be heated by the
original natural gas furnaces,
which will be maintained as a
backup.
To guarantee the long life of
Project Sunshower, Altman said
they used "hundred year
materials." These are basic raw
materials such as wood, glass
and steel that should be available
for well over one hundred years
in case repairs are necessary.

Solar Energy's Light Brightens
(CPS) — The creation of a
national solar energy research
institute was announced by
Energy
Research
and
Development Administration
(ERDA) officials March 24,
marking the first major federal
movement toward emphasis on
solar energy development.
The unit, which will be built
near a suburb of Denver, Colo.,
will promote the "widespread use
of all aspects of solar technology,
including direct solar conversion
(to electricity), solar heating and
cooling, solar thermal power
generation, wind, ocean thermal
conversion
and
biomass

conversion,"
the
ERDA
announcement said.
On July 1, a staff of 75 solar
specialists and administrators
should begin work in a building
near the proposed, 300-acre,
hilltop site.
The initial plan calls for fiveyear funding of the institute at $10
million annually. When the
institute is built, some 300
employees will work there at an
annual budget of $20 million, said
an ERDA spokeswoman in
Washington.
The institute is to function in
concert with
the solar
researchers
of
industry,
academe, and government. The

institute will alsc support in
international solar energy
cooperation program.
ERDA officials are planning
three regional solar research
centers for location in New
England, the southeast and north
central United States. These
centers will look to the Denverbased institute for administrative
guidance and technical advice.
According to ERDA chief
Robert Fri, the recent
announcements are just a small
part of a "unified national energy
policy that will include a vigorous
solar energy program," which
the President is expected to
announce in April.
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Manhattan's Improvisation
The following feature was
researched and written by a
journalism student, Bridget
Scherz. The Improvisation is a
rlub on the corner of 44th Street
in Manhattan.

By BRIDGET SCHERZ
The leisure-suited man did a
double-take in the doorway,
stepping back to glance again at
the weathered wooden sign that
hung overhead. Turning to his
wife ("This is it, alright.") he
shrugged and circled his arm
around her back. This is a
gesture of protective courtesy.
This is also so that she'll go in
first.
"Two for the show?" Judy
Orbach looked up from the
'reservation desk", a rickety
podium under the wall phone.
Face emerging from a goldblonde veil of hair, body
appearing vaguely as a large,
comfortable apparition in the
sparse barroom light, she smiled
a warm Mama ("ass smile as she
guided the slightly less apprehensive couple reassuringly to
the back room, her body rocking
gently with her small, deliberate
steps. Judy, now assistant
manager, has been with the
Improvisation for nearly three
years. Started fifteen years ago
by Budd Friedman as a
showcase" for new talent, it
remains as one of the few
strictly non-professional clubs
where aspiring comics, singers
and musicians can step from the
security of the living room carpet
into the precarious reception of
the live stage.
As with all entertainment
•"institutions"
and
the
performers that preservere as
long as the "Improv" and its
following, an unmistakable sense
of "family" eventually evolves.
As Judy explains, "It's like a
little city ... or a bubble within
the city." Twenty to thirty
"regulars" inhabit the place
sitting at the further-most tables
of the back room, observing with
a critical but encouraging eye,
whoever happens to be on stage.
The adjoining bar-room, which
opens an hour before show-time
at 9 o'clock, is also the comics'
schoolroom as they verbally cuff
one another with new material,
gaze up at the small color
portable suspended above the
bar, or swap progress reports on
pending engagements in the line
of marroon vinyl-cushioned
booths.
On the weekends, (Thursday
through Saturday), the order of
appearance is arranged prior to
showtime, unlike the week-nights
in which performers are given a
ten minute warning called into
the bar. Six or seven of the most
successful acts receive primetime slots which run between
10:15 and 12. After that, the
crowd and the experience begins
to thin out gradually until 2 or 3
in the morning. But even the
bottom-billed acts faced with the
insurmountable task of evoking
comic or musical ectasy out of
sleepy-eyed slump of stragglers
(that are often either too polite or
too drunk to go home) are
grateful for their small foothold
in the program. Many have
gotten a 2:15 set only after
months of drawing at the
Improv's Sunday Lottery. Those
lucky enough to draw an audition
ticket, perform Sunday night
which is dedicated solely to

Photo: BRIDGET SCHERZ
screening talent. The staff,
relying on their own and the
audience's response, decide
which acts will be invited back.
Between telephone calls and
jotting down reservations, Judy
turned around to share some
celebrity lore about the blackframed glossies covering the
opposite wall of some "Greats"
who
could
trace
the
Improvisation back somewhere
in their beginngs. Jimmie
Walker, Gabe Kaplan, Richard
Pryor, Freddie Prinze and Stilla
and Meara smile in an artificial
celeb-collage audience at the
"prospectives" milling around in
the bar. "Liza Minnelli sang here
at 16... and just a few weeks ago
Bette Midler stopped in at four in
the morning, sat down at the
piano in the back and started
singing."
Agents, according to Judy are a
great incentive to the performers
who entertain not for money, but
exposure. "Often, arrangements
made with an agent will lead to a
spot on a talk show, an
engagement at a paying club or
college and possibly a TV
series." Not long ago, the
producers of I<AUGH-IN, along
with Goldie Hawn, held auditions
here for comics for their new
version of the once popular show.
Judy smiles as she nods in a
reflection of family pride, "one of
our people has made it."
In the back room, that one
comic adequately described,
although not without a certain
amount of "tack", as "Anne
Frank's former apartment" what
are not yet an audience try deftly
to stumble through an orchestra
pit of what has to be a collective
representation of every type of
table and chair made in the
history of civilized seating. To the
left of the entrance a green
chaulkboard displays a chicken-

and-hamburger cuisine along
with the prices, although no one
orders anything. Cardboard
placards placed around on the
tables hereby make known the
$3.50 weeknight minimum that
few people will have trouble
exceeding at the price of the
drinks. In the front a small
wooden platform that is the stage
supports an old upright piano.
The backdrop, a red brick wall on
which the sign"IMprovisation" is
hung, is the same for everyone. A
tall, furry-headed master of
ceremonies picks his way
through the sea of furniture and
steps up on the stage. He
dislodges the mike from the stand
and glances at the large, thickframed mirror mounted on the
far wall directly across from the
stage. At a tiny light board near
the entrance, Judy focuses the
spotlight and dims the house. The
show is about to begin.
"Ladies and gentlemen, alot of
famous people started at the
Improvisation. You will see none
of them here tonight."
As the audience titters he grins,
focuses straight ahead, and looks
at his reflection.
Probably,
the
greatest
misconception in show business
is that comics aren't bright."
Who's going to argue, sitting
there with a 30 year old M.A. in
Psychology, in a very classy suit
no less, who just happens to be
comic. If "freedom" really is
"just another word for nothing
left to lose," Robert Slurz
(lopping off some Slavic ending
so as "not to embarass his
parents," so I am told) had been
stripped far enough down to his
"freedom" that he decided to
pursue the thing that might have
always meant to be his in the first
place. When he lost both his job
and his marriage he "realized the
impermenance of the two things

that I thought most stable." With
no other commitments other than
to himself, he felt free to begin
writing,
performing, and
promoting his own material. His
knowledge of Psychology "is a
definate advantage" in relating
to an audience. Surprisingly
methodical, Slurz "feels out" an
audience by their response to
certain stock opening material so
that he can get an idea of the type
of humor to which they will
respond. Conversational flow in
delivery, "it has to be credible,"
and the flexibility "to expect any
kind of reaction," are important
to Slurz as performing strengths.
The biggest obsticle in delivering
a routine? Probably hecklers —
and to an even larger extent,
"female hecklers." Why?
"Because you cannot directly
attack a woman ... no matter
what she has said. It will turn the
audience against you." If
retalliation is really necessary,
"you must do it through the guy."
Like I said; who's going to
argue?
Comic Jack Grayman has a
definetely Neanderthal approach
to the problem of hecklers. His
solution is simply "to go for the
throat." By intruding on your act,
the heckler is "fair game" to an
artillery of personal putdowns of
magnum force. Tough character.
What does he do during the day?
"I make my living by deficit
spending." HA! No, really.
"Actually, I'm living off a
woman. (O.K., on to something
else then.) At least you're not on
welfare.
"No, she is." The
simultaneous sidelong glance.
We seem to be reconciled.
"Actually, I'm an actor." We are.
Are comedians a special breed
apart from the rest of us? "Yes.
They are sick. They never have
enough of anything and don't
understand their needs." He

extinguishes his cigarette in
quick, deliberate jabs. Uh, do you
think they look for in evaluating
an audition? Jack Grayson looks
reflectively down at the table as
he twirls the ashtray, then at me,
"They want to see what makes
you unique — How do you look at
things
differently?
The
difference in comedy is the
immediate feedback
in response." Lowering the
notebook from the area of my
throat, I thank him for his time.
He may have been just as
paranoid of me pulling my pen on
him.
"Comic craftsman" Bob Wuhl,
who, wedged between credits of
actor, songwriter and bartender,
writes for Rodney Dangerfield,
takes a manipulative approach to
comedy. Wuhl's technique is to
"make them laugh at what you
want them to laugh at." Unlike
the
"satirical"
or
"observational" genres of
comedy, this comic "creates."
To him the rendering of
something funny is a craft and he
is more interested at this
point, in "comedy writing as
opposed to delivery." He has
several personal theories about
humor and the humorist and was
very eager to talk about them.
The importance of identity of the
comic is one of his most
interesting observations, "the
comic has to establish a
character and presense that
defines his identity." The comic
who "relates the material to
himself, i did this,' has a better
chance of being remembered
than the guy who delivers the
same lines in story form." What
about comedy's role? Does it
have another function besides
making us laugh? "First of all,
hard laughing is an unnatural
response." To make someone
laugh then, is an accomplishment
in itself. "Usually comedy is
ahead of everything else ... it
breaks ground ... If you can
laugh about it, you can talk about
it." Comedy as a nanacea for
social
ills?
Maybe
the
continuation of the Improvisation
as a tradition is more important
than we may think. As Bob Wuhl
observes, "there are no more
places to bomb to learn to be
good."
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Men's Golf Interest
Group Organizes
The Intercollegiate Athletic
Council
approved
the
establishment of a men's golf
interest group at their March 23,
1977, meeting. The members of
the interest group are Bill
Breedon, Chuck Elinsky, Chris
Herring, Rob Johnson, Mark
Munoz, Dave Stack, Roger
Strong, Bryan Welbaum, and
David Yerkes.
Practices are currently being
held at the Longwood Golf
Course. Qualifications for all
matches are held prior to
scheduled events with the top six
finishers
qualifying
to
participate.
The first match was held on
Monday, March 28, with North
Carolina Wesleyan. Longwood
was
defeated
in
medal
competition 353 to 398. Taking
medalist honors for Longwood

was Chris Herring.
Three additional matches have
been scheduled this spring.
April 11: Virginia Wesleyan &
Newport News Apprentice School
April 13: Christopher Newport
& Virginia Wesleyan
April 22: Averett College 12:00
noon
The Averett event will be held
on the Longwood Golf Course.
Interested spectators
are
encouraged to come out and
support this interest group.
The men are enjoying the
opportunity to compete with
intercollegiate teams and are
optimistic about their chances to
be victorious in their first spring
season. The group is planning to
work on their games this summer
in hopes that golf may be
elevated to an intercollegiate
status in the near future.
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Lacrosse Loss
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
The Longwood Ladies took
another hard hit in lacrosse on
March 29 when they hosted
Mary Washington College.
The team played a hard game,
but could not make a
comeback, losing 11 to 3.
The disappointing fact was
that the Longwood team was
more skilled, but have not
played as many games this
season (Mary Washington had
already played 5 games).
Mary Washington was able to
bulldoze through our defense
and was just more aggressive.
Our offense made some good
attacks, with Carol Filo, Terry
Donahue and Terry Voit each
chalking up a goal each. The
defense, towards the close of
the game, was able to make
some interceptions and cross
checks to stop the advancing
Mary Washington attack.

Men's Softball Intramurals
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Photo by Nancy Cosier
Longwood battles Mary Washington for control.

Off To A Good Start
By D.J. LINDSEY
As some of you may have
observed there has been a recent
growing interest in softball. The
guys on campus have turned to
softball for recreation with the
coming of the warm weather.
At present time two teams have
been organized; 2nd floor Frazer
and Sigma
Phi Epsilon
Fraternity.
However,
the
Ixmgwood day students and the
Freshmen are attempting to
form teams.
There seems to be much
enthusiasm shown by the men but
one male has commented that

they cannot use Her field on
weekdays because it is currently
being used by the lacrosse team
and the womens intramural
softball team. Also Barlow field
is being reseeded and is only open
to the Archery team at present.
However, the Campus School is
an alternative site, which is only
a short distance from the college.
If there are any interested
males who would like to get
involved, Her field is open on
week ends.
If anyone is interested please
contact D.J. Undsey, 244 Frazer.
Come out and enjoy the fun.

Good Showing From
Men's Fencing Team
Recently the Men's Fencing
team traveled to Madison
College to have a duel with the
Madison Dukes. The men that
made the trip were Steve Frank,
Bill Breedon, D.J. Undsey, and
Gregg Dunn. The team tied
Madison in wins with a total of
eight matches for each side, but
Madison won the meet having

Dance Company

Potential In

To Travel
By SANDY WILLIAMS
The
Longwood
College
Company of Dancers will leave
campus next Monday, April 11,
on a recruiting mission to Cox
High School at Virginia Beach.
Financed by the Admissions
Office, the Company will take
their newly composed Spring
Concert which is to be presented
to the student body on April 7,8,
and 9 prior to their departure.
Hopefully, their performance will
serve as "bait" for those college
bound students interested in a
strong dance club.
LADIES TENNIS SCORES
Longwood at VCU
Longwood
VCU

less touches against themselves.
Overall, it was a good meet for
Ix)ngwood who has only one
fencer with any previous fencing
experience, Steve Frank, who
has been fencing for over a year.
The rest of the team are just
beginners, but they have a good
showing for themselves. The next
home meet will be posted in the
bulletin. So come out and support
your team!
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Women's
Golf Team
By DEANNA VANWEY
Longwood's Women's golf
team coached by Dr. Barbara
Smith, won their tri-match
against William and Mary and
Sweet Briar last week. LC beat W
& M, 94 to 2 l2 LC beat Sweet
Briar, 11 to 1. The team, with
members: Becky Webb, Janet
Clements, Judy Stiber, Bev Hart,
Deanna Vanwey and Robin
Rowen, have played one other
match and one other invitational
this spring. They lost the other
match, in which they played
UNC-CH and came in 8th in the
invitational that was attended by
quite a few larger schools such as
Georgia State, Ohio State,
Michigan State. Good luck to the
team in their upcoming matches.

SPORTS
A Man, A Dog, And A Frisbee
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
If someone mentioned a halftime at a pro football game, you
might picture playing bands,
pagentry, and perhaps an
occasional punt-pass and kick
championship. But a more
creative
and
unusual
performance
might
include a young man, who has a
talented dog that can catch a
frisbee in mid-air.
One such performer is Mr.
John Pickerill, a 28 year old
economics professor at Mary
Washington College, and his 1
year old labrador retriever
Martha Fay. They began doing
this last summer at a Chicago
White Sox game. Since then they
have done half-time shows at
many soccer, football, and
baseball games and auto races.
In order to be asked to
entertain at half-time shows, Mr.
Pickerill sent out publicity
mailers to the booking agents.
The pay range is, for soccer
games $400.00, for pro Football
$600.00 and for baseball games
and college sports he received
$300.00.
For about 10 to 12 years,
Pickerill has been throwing
frisbees. He has "loved it for a
long time, but became really
involved with it last year, after
winning the National Frisbee
Tournament in New York. He
said he had "always been a
jock", since he ran track and
played sports in school. Now
frisbee is more his speed.

In April, Mr. Pickerill and
Martha will be on CBS's Wide
World of Sports, which will show
the
World
Frisbee
Championships. Martha set the
world record for frisbee dogs in
Boulder, Colorado with 84 yard
catch. April 17 they will perform
at half-time at the Washington
Diplomats Soccer Game.
Martha, after learning the
basic steps of heeling and
fetching, has become a star and
can now do some amazing
catches. In a meet, the fisbee
dog must stand behind its owner,
who throws the frisbee and the
dog runs to catch it in the air. The
measurement is taken from
where the owner stood to where
the dog caught the frisbee.
The Frisbee Club at Mary
Washington, which Pickerill
helped organize, is affiliated with
the
International
Frisbee
Association. One advantage of
being affiliated is that members
can purchase frisbees at a
discount. Mr. Pickerill is
interested in aiding any group of
frisbeers to form a club.
"Frisbee's here to stay," said
Mr. Pickerill. There are now
many professional frisbee
throwers. Even women are
entering this sport. Kight now
about 71 colleges around the
nation are playing Ultimate
Frisbee, a game similar to
soccer. He feels the sport is
growing, "It's a sport of the
future. Even the flying discs are
improving.
The favorite frisbee of Mr.

Pickerill is the 119 World (lass
Frisbee. In competition, he also
likes the (PL All Star, which b
not a frisbee but another ly|>e
disc
Mr. Pickerill's plans for the
future are not certain. "Knsbec
definitely is in my plans." Instated. He has been teaching al
Mary Washington for three years
now and enjoys it, but might
consider leaving this profession
He is also very interested in
economic consulting and T.V
advertising with Martha.
He is also working on I he
Virginia
State
Frisbee
Tournament which will he held at
Mary Washington College on
April 9. Martha will be there to
thrill the spectators, along with a
band and a film of last year's
World Frisbee Championship,
featuring Martha's winning
catch. A $.100 pre-registration fee
is required and prizes of $35.00 for
first place. $25.00 for 2nd and
$15.00 for 3rd will be offered Also
the first tiO registered contestants
will receive a free frisbee.
Competition will be open for
men's and women's events and
for frisbee golf. If interested
contacl
John
Pickerill,
Economics Department, Mary
Washington
College,
Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401.
Football season will soon be
here and Mr. Pickerill is already
working out arrangements for
Martha and him to perform. So
keep a lookout at half-time shows
for this talented pair of
performers.

Intertube — Coed
Water Polo Six Players In The Water Per Team At A Time.
Ten Players Maximum Per Team.
Two Guys Maximum Per Team.
Pick Up Entry Blanks By Mrs. Price's Office In Fre nch Basement.
Get Up Your Own Team.
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SCHEDULE OF EXAMINATIONS
Second Semester, 1976-77 Session
April 1977
Examination Day
and Date

Morning
9:00-12:00

Afternoon
2:00-5:00

Evening
7:00-10:00

Friday
April 29

English 101
(all sections
,
and 4:00 Monday"!)

12:00 Monday

*9:00 Monday

Saturday
April 30

8:00 Tuesday

2:30 Monday

Monday
May 2

9:00 Monday

3:25 Tuesday

*9:25 Tuesday

Tuesday
May 3 '

2:00 Tuesday

10:50 Tuesday

*8:00 Msnday

Wednesday
May 4

9:25 Tuesday

4:50 Tuesday

*11:00 MDnday

11:00 Monday

8:00 Monday

*10:00 Monday

1:30 Monday

10:00 Monday

Thursday
May 5
Friday
May 6

TAny student who has a conflict should report to Dr. Frank, the Chairman of the English
and Ptiilosophy Department.
Code: Monday indicates any class that meets at the designated time, or portion thereof,
on any combination of days that includes Monday.

Miracles still happen

Tuesday indicates any class that meets at the designated time or portion thereof,
on any combination of days that includes Tuesday.
Exams for Evening classes will be held on the evening of the regular class meeting
during the week, of the examination period.
Examination periods preceded by an asterisk, *, are alternate times which may be
used in addition to, BUT NOT INSTEAD OF, the regularly scheduled period. It is not
feasible to schedule an alternate examination period for all class periods.
It is
Instructors
the Dean of
days before

SERVING THE
HANDICAPPED

Support Easter Seals

recognized that all courses do not lend themselves to a final examination.
in these courses must file a written request with their chairman and with
the College to obtain an exemption. This request must be filed at least 10
the beginning of the examination period.

With the exception of the points noted above, NO DEVIATION FROM THE PUBLISHED EXAMINATION SCHEDULE IS PERMITTED.
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(Continued from Page 4)
were
Prince
Edward
representatives.
Whether the decision to stop the
operation was founded on
ignorance or not, a true injustice
has taken place. As William
Ellery Channing stated in "SelfCulture," 'Books are true
levelers. They give to all who
faithfully use them, the society,
the spiritual presence, of the best
and greatest of our race." The
unwarranted decision to halt the
Piedmont Mailbox Library's
operation has certainly deprived
the area county residents of their
due literary opportunity.

Award
(Continued from Page 3
However, a student may submit a
play up to one year after
graduation. The play must be an
original, copyrighted work and
has to be fully produced by a
college or university.
The complete information and
application forms can be
obtained from the producing
Director, The American College
Theatre Festival, John F.
Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts, Washington,
D.C. 20566.

Cumber Jewelers
Jefferson Cups - Jewelry Boxes
Music Boxes - Pin Trays

a tier A ^n ower
Corner Buffalo St. and Rt. 4(0
Phone 392-3151

si 3.50

Engraved Free
Also Sorority Jewelry

Out of the ordinary . . . ah, yes.
Diamonds accent these exciting
new Hayward cross designs for
that extra special gift occasion.
12 Kt.Gold Filled Delicate neck
chain and gift i.isi.

